
CEOs as Collaborators

Collaboration Workshop
2009 CEO Strategies Week

November 9-13, 2009

Bringing out the creative software designer in you...



Big Pictures Out of Focus

 As CEOs, we are great at big-picture ideas, selling the vision, 
exciting the teams...and assuming  that the details will fall 
into place before we even finish talking about it

 We are the masters of disasters when it comes to dashing 
peoples’ hopes and expectations

 So as collaborators, we have to work doubly hard to make 
sure that we are the users of the tools we so heartily endorse 
as “the next big thing”
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Big Pictures Out of Focus

 Who do you assign as the Project Monitor for what you are 
driving as a network project?  You?  A trusted team member?  
Or the network by proxy?

 For all of us to be fast to market, we cannot 
simply wait for the solution to come out; we 
must be crafting the utilization and the 
execution of a product at the same time 
CU*Answers is coding the software

 It takes teamwork
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CEO Strategies is one week a year, but the CEO 
Development Team needs to work 52 weeks 

a year to deliver on the promise of our 
collaboration



Projects On the Workbench for 2010

 Not the programmer’s workbench...the designer’s workbench

 These projects are queued up for Dawn and her specification 
team trying to lay out the instructions for the programmer

 These are projects waiting for champions who will be vested 
in the evolution of these products from good to great

 From your homework assignments:
 Developing a New Style of Dashboard:  Verification Checklist and 

Statistical Trending for Closed and New Members/Accounts

 Indicators that Members are Losing the Love

 EFT Enhancements for the Gividends Team

 Building a Next Suggested Product Engine
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The Big Picture of a Big Picture

 In preparation for the 2010 Leadership Conference in June, 
we are working on a new menu that would outline CU*BASE 
tools as part of “The Perfect Board Meeting”

 The New and Closed Membership/Account Dashboards would 
be part of a Board member presentation

 What else would you put into that agenda in your regular 
Board meetings?
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How would you use CU*BASE for Old Business, New Business, 
Financial Reports...that standing Board agenda that needs 

some color and punch in 2010?

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec



The Big Picture of a Big Picture

Quarterly Board Presentations:

 Q1 (February) – Know Your Members

 Q2 (May) – Know Your Operations

 Q3 (August )– Know Your Marketplace Identity

 Q4 (November) – Know Your Business Plan and Budget
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Can we create standing tools that trend data over your lifetime use 
of CU*BASE that are constantly ready for your next Board 

presentation, and consistently showing where you’re going?

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

   



Analyzing Closed 
Memberships and Accounts

Developing a New Style of Dashboard:  
Verification Checklist and Statistical Trending

Collaborating on New Software Design



A Template to Get Us Started

1. A screen that selects the 
records that fall into the 
date range being analyzed

2. A CU-defined checklist, by 
product, that documents 
the procedures used with 
opening or closing events

3. A screen or set of screens 
that allow us to do some 
analysis of the aggregated 
records selected
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MNLOAN #8 Work/View Application Status



For Internal Auditing
Verifications You Do/Want to Do

 Ancillary product closure

 Proper last address recorded

 Complete Tracker with reasons closed

 Correct Reason Codes logged

 Verify plastics properly closed; hot-carded 
in CU*BASE, blocked at vendor

 Verify ACH/Payroll Direct Deposit stopped

 Zero balance or inactive types with other 
active types

 Active types with activity reduction in a 
specified time period

 Checklists by type, ownership, and reason

 Dashboard of in-process member service 
issues (deceased, divorce, pending, levies, 
etc.)

 Verify thank you letter mailed, follow-up 
marketing done

 Track re-opens

 Closed account survey

 Record average balance/closing withdrawal 
data
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Homework Assignment #1: Closed Dashboard
Imagine a screen where you entered a start/end date and all of the accounts and 
memberships closed within that period were displayed.  What should it do?

Let’s brainstorm on the Checklist, and then you go 
home and have your Project Monitor send me 

examples for the projects you wish to track here



As a Trending Dashboard
Facts/Trends You Want to Know

 Why closed / Reason Codes

 Description and # of services/products used

 Totals dollars lost (loan/deposit)

 Geographical location of closed mbr

 90-day trending on closed/total and per 
branch

 YTD trending from same time last year

 Average age

 Lending history (snapshot of closed)

 Length of membership and suffixes with 
open/closed dates

 Tiered Service level

 NSF and delinquency activity, if any

 SEG stats - % penetration, tie to SEG calendar 
with events, promos, member growth, etc.

 Trends by reason, type (SEG, family, etc.), age, 
ZIP code

 Trends by employee ID or process (who’s 
letting them go?)

 Dormant or not

 Trends by age of member at open and at close

 Reason they originally opened the 
membership 

 Summarization of member follow-up

 Average balance
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Homework Assignment #1: Closed Dashboard
Imagine a screen where you entered a start/end date and all of the accounts and 
memberships closed within that period were displayed.  What should it do?

Let’s brainstorm on the function keys you 
would use in showing new and closed 

event analysis to your Board



Remember this?
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This was the first cut at a 
membership analysis for Board 

presentations...How many of 
you use it regularly? Will it be 

the same for these new 
dashboards?

MNMRKT #22 Membership Analysis Inquiry



Members “Losing the Love” 

Trends that Prompt Action to 
Keep Members in the Fold

Collaborating on New Software Design



A Template to Get Us Started

1. Money Movement 
Analysis is an example of 
an event being tracked 
that trends one point to 
the next

2. Products & Services Per 
Member is an example of 
an option that trends a 
member’s “score” over 
time and gives a picture of 
where the member has 
gone since opening the 
account
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MNMGMA #17 Money Movement Analysis

MNMGMA #18 Products & Services Per Member



Members Losing the Love

 So the trick in using your homework input is to decide on 
whether or not we can create a single menu option with 
multiple events and multiple looks and feels for member 
trends, or do we need multiple menu options?

 ...or just better education on where to go to see trends in 
your membership?
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Let’s review your homework...

Maybe a new front-end 
screen like this to access a 
series of existing inquiries 

and reports?



 Frequency of borrowings

 # of debit transactions per month

 Overall product penetration #

 # of credit transactions per month

 ACH deposits with no trans. for 30 days

 Accounts with no transactions for 30 days

 Accounts with no debit trans. for 30 days

 Triggers on large $ money movement

 Capture reason for movements (staff-
dependent but attached to move trans)

 Loan payoff triggers over certain $

 Branch inflow/outflow of services

 Services/mbr stats by branch/employee

 Check clearings declining on a checking acct

 Zero balance on sub-accounts

 Early payoff on loans

 Non-renewal of CD

 Changes in account activity levels over 
specified time periods

 Changes (of lack of changes) in # of prod/svcs
per mbr (by demographic) over specified time 
periods

 Product-specific demographics (age, gender, 
usage type)

 Closing share draft account

 Decrease in bill pay transactions/
un-enrollment from online bill pay

 Tiered Service scores decline x% in x months

 Online banking activity declined/ceased

 Large decrease in balance
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Homework Assignment #2: “Losing the Love”
What facts, figures, stats, or trends do you want on a dashboard to indicate you need 
to take action to keep at-risk members in fold?



Remember this?

 The Tiered Services database is an excellent  example  of 
trending a member over time for their overall relationship 
with the CU as well as things such as products and services 
used

 When using Query, the file TIERDL can show how a member is 
trending for an extended period of time
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Ideas for EFT Enhancements

Projects for the new Gividends EFT Team

Collaborating on New Software Design



EFT Projects Are a Moving Target

 Over the past two years, we have worked at a feverish pace 
on EFT processes
 At this point, we have converted 4 vendor switches and have 7 more 

to do

 When we complete the CO-OP transition in December 2009, we will 
have converted 80% of all credit unions using CU*BASE

 2010 will be a big year for EFT departments come to grips 
with new capabilities and start to analyze the possibilities for 
future changes

 Revisit the Kitchen with your team and 
see how they are planning to attack 
the 2010 business year with new software
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http://www.cuanswers.com/kitchen/



 Turn-key solutions for Tiered Service 
implementation, result expectations and 
best practices to develop strategy  (watch 
for CU*PERKS coming soon!)

 Offer a “keep the change” program that 
rounds to the member’s savings (coming in 
2010!)

 In ATMD, immediately increase limits much 
like hot-carding

 In ATMD, the ability to change the 
cardholder’s PIN

 Assistance on where and how we are 
making our money on cards/EFT – best 
practices management

 Instant issue for cards (coming in 2010!)

 A2A system enhancements (like what?)

 What is the future of this area with mobile 
phone technology, smart cards, etc., and how 
do we make money using them?

 Better understanding of the transaction flow 
from point to point and associated fees to the 
CU

 Relationship between fees and transaction $ 
amounts or # of transactions

 Shared marketing efforts to boost card 
numbers and usage

 Shared card portfolios and BINs to reduce cost

 Interchange income by user and merchants 

 Debit/Credit card interface to FIS should be 
enhanced so it is rarely necessarily to log into 
FIS; there are several functions you cannot 
perform in CU*BASE
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Homework Assignment #3: EFT Enhancements
What work could the Gividends EFT team do to improve the 
success of your credit union’s EFT offerings?



You Surprised Us!

 We expected a lot more input related to how Courtesy Pay 
and EFT configurations interact
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What do you think of all the 
hoopla about Courtesy 
Pay regulation changes 
and how it might mean 

to how you configure EFT 
processes in CU*BASE?

MNCNFA #9 NSF/OD Transfer Configuration



Next Suggested Product

Developing an engine that will allow us to move 
forward with a “Next Suggested Product” 

promotion tool for CU*BASE and It’s Me 247

Collaborating on New Software Design



Homework Assignment #4: NSP Engine

 It’s easy to be a dreamer: 
 “If they don’t have a checking account, why can’t you just pop a 

message that says ‘ask the member about opening a checking account’ 
to promote it on the spot?”

 ...but what if they aren’t qualified to have a checking account?  Or we 
just closed their checking account due to excessive NSFs?  

 Our challenge as software designers:  
 To give the computer the right guidelines so that it will suggest the 

product when appropriate, but not if the member has already said no, 
or if they aren’t qualified, or if they’ve already been turned down, or if 
they already have the product, or...
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We need an engine, where a “dumb” computer can 
make “smart” decisions to promote products and 

services to your members



Developing an Engine: Ideas to Consider

1. On-the-fly Evaluation of Specific 
Configuration Settings

2. New NSP Configuration Based on Presence 
or Absence of a Condition

3. New Prompts Based on Cross Sales Tracking

4. NSP “Scoring Engine” and Calculation 
Formulas
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What method(s) should we pursue?

There’s also a new service coming soon from e-info:  online 
banking promos based on a Query control file ($$ fee service)



Another Project On 
Everyone’s Mind...

An update on Mobile Banking since the 
June Leadership Conference







iPhone

Blackberry

Use mobile banking features 
even from your PC
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